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1. INTRODUCTION
 .Generalized Witt algebras W s W A, T , w over a field F of character-
w xistic 0 were introduced by N. Kawamoto 8 about 10 years ago, and have
 w x.been studied by several authors since that time see 2, 6, 7, 9]12 . Let us
just mention here that A is a torsion-free abelian group, T a vector space
over F, and w : T = A ª F a map which is linear in the first variable and
additive in the second one. As a vector space, W s FA m T , where FA isF
the group algebra of A over F with basis t x, x g A. We write t x­ instead
of t x m ­ for x g A and ­ g T. For the definition of the Lie bracket see
the next section. The Lie algebra W is A-graded with homogeneous
components W s t xT , x g A.x
For simplicity, we shall assume in this introduction that the Lie algebra
W is simple, i.e., that w is nondegenerate in the sense defined in the next
w xsection. In our previous paper 2 , we have determined the derivation
 .algebra Der W of W, we have constructed all isomorphisms W ª W9
between two simple generalized Witt algebras, and we have computed the
2 .second cohomology group H W, F .
One can introduce several classes of simple Lie subalgebras of W. One
such class, so-called algebras of generalized Cartan type W, has been
w xintroduced and investigated in our recent paper 4 . In the present paper
we introduce yet another class, to which we refer as the algebras of
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generalized Cartan type S. We first introduce the divergence map div:
 x .  . xW ª FA. By definition we have div t ­ s ­ x t , where as usual we write
 .  .­ x for w ­ , x . We warn the reader that, in the case where W s W isn
the Lie algebra of vector fields
­ ­
f q ??? qf1 n­ t ­ t1 n
w "1 "1 xwith coefficients f , . . . , f in the Laurent polynomial ring F t , . . . , t ,1 n 1 n
our divergence map div differs from the classical divergence which we
write as Div. Nevertheless there is a close relationship between div and Div
 .in that case see the next section for more details .
Ä  .In the general case, S [ ker div is an A-graded Lie subalgebra of W.
Ä xThe homogeneous component S of degree x g A is equal to t T wherex x
 .T is the subspace of T consisting of all ­ g T such that ­ x s 0. Thus ifx
Äx / 0, then T is a hyperplane in T , while T s T. The subalgebra S is notx 0
Ä .simple, but its derived subalgebra S s S 9 is simple, assuming only that
dim T G 2. When dim T s 2, we show that S is isomorphic to a simple Lie
w xalgebra that we have studied in our paper 3 . More generally, it turns out
that the shifted spaces t zS, z g A, are also subalgebras of W. They are
simple if dim T G 3. If dim T s 2 and z / 0, then we show that t zS is not
 z .simple, but its derived algebra t S 9 is simple and has codimension 1 in
z  z .t S. Furthermore in this case t S 9 is isomorphic to a generalized Block
w xalgebra as defined in our paper 1 .
 z .We refer to the simple Lie algebras t S 9 as the Lie algebras of
generalized Cartan type S.
We shall now summarize the contents of the various sections.
In order to make this paper self-contained, we review in Section 2 the
definition and some basic facts about the generalized Witt algebras. We
also introduce the divergence map div and compare it with the classical
divergence Div when W s W .n
In Section 3 we introduce the Lie algebras t zS and prove the facts
mentioned above concerning them.
In the rather long Section 4 we describe the derivations of the Lie
z  .algebra t S, assuming that dim T G 3 see Theorems 4.1 and 4.2 . In the
case when also dim T - `, we are able to give a simple description of
z  .locally finite derivations of t S Theorem 4.5 . Namely they are exactly the
 z .derivations of degree 0 with respect to the A-gradation of t S .
 .Let us now write S A, T , w for the subalgebra S ; W defined above. In
Section 5 we consider two simple generalized Witt algebras W s
 .  .W A, T , w and W9 s W A9, T 9, w9 with dim T s n, dim T 9 s n9, and
z  .3 F n, n9 - `. We also consider the simple Lie algebras L s t S A, T , w
z 9  .and L9 s t S A9, T 9, w9 of generalized Cartan type S. In Theorem 5.1 we
give a complete description of all possible Lie algebra isomorphisms u :
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L ª L9. More precisely, we show that every such isomorphism has a
Äunique extension to a Lie algebra isomorphism u : W ª W9. Since the
w xlatter isomorphisms were described in 2 , the original problem is thus
solved.
2. GENERALIZED WITT ALGEBRAS
Let F be a field of characteristic 0, A an abelian group, and FA the
group algebra. The elements t x, x g A, form a basis of FA and we have
t x t y s t xqy. We write 1 instead of t 0. Let T be a vector space over F, and
w : T = A ª F a map which is F-linear in the first variable and additive in
the second one. We set
 :­ x s ­ , x s w ­ , x .  .
for ­ g T and x g A.
Next we consider the space W s FA m T. For simplicity, we write f­F
instead of f m ­ , where f g FA and ­ g T. We make W into a Lie algebra
by defining the Lie algebra bracket by
x y xqyt ­ , t ­ s t ­ y ­ y ­ x ­ . 2.1 .  .  . .1 2 1 2 2 1
 .This Lie algebra, denoted W s W A, T , w , is called the generalized Witt
algebra.
From the definition of W, it is obvious that W is a free left module over
FA. Furthermore FA is a left W-module with the action of W defined by
t x­ ? t y s ­ y t xqy , 2.2 .  .
where x, y g A and ­ g T. Each w g W acts on FA as a derivation, and
so we obtain a homomorphism of Lie algebras
W ª Der FA . 2.3 .  .
We say that the pairing w is nondegenerate if the following two condi-
tions are satisfied:
 :­ , x s 0, ; x g A « ­ s 0, 2.4 .
and
 :­ , x s 0, ;­ g T « x s 0. 2.5 .
w x  .Kawamoto 8 has shown that W A, T , w is a simple Lie algebra if and
 .only if w is nondegenerate. Note that condition 2.5 implies that A is
torsion-free. We shall assume from now on that w is nondegenerate, i.e.,
that W is a simple Lie algebra. Then T is the maximal torus of W.
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We now define the di¨ ergence, div: W ª FA, as the F-linear map such
that
div t x­ s ­ x t x , 2.6 .  .  .
for x g A and ­ g T. It is easy to verify that the divergence has the
following two properties.
w xdiv u , ¨ s u ? div ¨ y ¨ ? div u , 2.7 .  .  .
and
div fw s f div w q w ? f , 2.8 .  .  .
 .where u, ¨ , w g W and f g FA. The formula 2.7 shows that div is a
derivation of W with values in the W-module FA.
We shall now compare this definition of divergence with the classical
definition of divergence of vector fields which will be denoted by Div.
Hence let W be the derivation algebra of the Laurent polynomial algebran
w "1 "1 xQ s F t , . . . , t . The elements of W are the vector fieldsn 1 n n
n ­
X s f , f g Q . 2.9 . i i n­ tiis1
 w x.  n n .We recall see 2 that W is isomorphic to the Witt algebra W Z , F , wn
where
w d , e s d .i j i j
 4  4 n nand d , . . . , d resp. e , . . . , e is the standard basis of F resp. Z . An1 n 1 n
explicit isomorphism
W Z n , F n , w ª W . n
is given by
­
S k e k ki i 1 nt d ª t ??? t ? t .j 1 n j ­ t j
 .For X g W , given by 2.9 , we haven
n ­ fi
Div X s , . 
­ tiis1
while
n ­
y1div X s t t f . .  . i i i­ tiis1
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Thus we have
n
y1div X s Div X y t f . .  .  i i
is1
It follows that
div t ??? t X s t ??? t Div X . 2.10 .  .  .1 n 1 n
3. SUBALGEBRAS OF W OF CARTAN TYPE S
 .Recall that we assume that W s W A, T , w is a simple generalized Witt
 .algebra. In view of 2.7 , the subspace
ÄS s ker div .
Äis a subalgebra of W. If dim T s 1, then S s T. Hence we shall assume
from now on that dim T G 2.
The algebra W is A-graded: its homogeneous components are
W [ t xT , x g A.x
The group algebra FA is also A-graded with Ft x as the homogeneous
space of degree x. The divergence div: W ª FA is a derivation of degree 0.
ÄHence its kernel, S, is a homogeneous subalgebra of W. So, we have
Ä Ä Ä ÄS s S , S [ S l W .[ x x xxgA
For each x g A let x: T ª F be the corresponding linear functionÃ
defined by
 :x ­ s ­ , x s ­ x . .  .Ã
 .The condition 2.5 shows that x s 0 only for x s 0. Clearly we haveÃ
Ä xS s t T ,x x
 .where T s ker x . ConsequentlyÃx
Äcodim S s 1 y d . .W x x , 0x
Ä Ä .We set S s S 9, the derived subalgebra of S.
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ÄPROPOSITION 3.1. S s [ S .x / 0 x
x ÄProof. Let x / 0 and t ­ g S , i.e., ­ g T . Choose ­ 9 g T such thatx x
Ä x x x . w x  .­ 9 x / 0. Since T s S and ­ 9, t ­ s ­ 9 x t ­ , we conclude that t ­ g S.0
ÄWe have shown that S ; S for all x / 0. It remains to observe thatx
Ä Äw xS , S s 0 for all x g A.x yx
 .Let us consider again the classical Witt algebra W see Section 2 .n
Define
ÄS s ker Div .cl
and let
ÄS s S 9 .cl cl
w xbe its derived algebra. If n G 3, it is well known 5 that S is a simple Liecl
 .algebra. Formula 2.10 shows that there is a simple relationship between
Ä ÄS and S in this case, namelycl
y1Ä ÄS s t t ??? t S. .cl 1 2 n
ÄThis example suggests that we study the shifts fS, f g FA, also for
arbitrary simple generalized Witt algebras W.
It is easy to verify that the following formula
w x w xfu , g¨ s f u ? g ¨ y g ¨ ? f u q fg u , ¨ .  .
w xholds for all f , g g FA and u, ¨ g W. In particular we have fu, f¨ s fw
where
w xw s u ? f ¨ y ¨ ? f u q f u , ¨ . .  .
 .  .By using 2.7 and 2.8 , we find that
w xdiv w s u ? f div ¨ y ¨ ? f div u q f div u , ¨ . .  .  .  .  .
 .  .  .  .By using 2.7 , we conclude that div w s 0 if div u s div ¨ s 0. Conse-
Äquently, for each f g FA, fS is a subalgebra of W. We shall be interested
in these subalgebras only when f is invertible in FA. Without any loss of
generality, we may assume that f s t z for some z g A.
z Ä z Ä .PROPOSITION 3.2. The deri¨ ed subalgebra of t S is gi¨ en by t S 9 s
z Ä z .t S 9 s t S.
Proof. Clearly we may assume that z / 0. For x / 0, we claim that
z Ä z Ät S ; t S 9. 3.1 . .x
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 .  .Assume first that there exists ­ g T such that ­ x s ­ z s 1. Then1 1 1
x z Ä­ g T , and so t ­ g t S. For arbitrary ­ g T , we have1 xyz 1 x
zqx x z z Ät ­ s t ­ , t ­ g t S 9, .1
 .and so 3.1 holds.
If there is no such ­ , then the functions x and z are linearly dependentÃ Ã1
 .  .and x / z. Choose ­ g T such that ­ x s 1. If ­ g T then z ­ sÃ1 1 x
 .x ­ s 0, and soÃ
xqz z x z Ät ­ s t ­ , t ­ g t S 9. .1
 .Hence 3.1 holds for all x / 0.
In order to complete the proof, it suffices to observe that
z zÄ Ät S , t S s 0x yxyz
for all x, and use Proposition 3.1.
We now consider the question of simplicity of the Lie algebras t zS.
When dim T s 2, we can show that these algebras are isomorphic to
w xcertain algebras that we have studied in our papers 1, 3 . Indeed let us fix
 4a basis ­ , ­ of T and for each x g A set1 2
­ [ ­ x ­ y ­ x ­ . .  .x 2 1 1 2
Then ­ s 0 and, for x / 0, ­ spans the 1-dimensional subspace T of T.0 x x
We also set
u [ t x­ , x g A.x xyz
We have u s 0, while the elements u with x / z form a basis of t zS. Az x
straightforward computation shows that
w xu , u s ­ y q ­ x y y u .  . .x y x z xqy
 .  .holds for all x, y g A. The map c : A = A ª F defined by c x, y s ­ yx
is skew-symmetric, bi-additive, and nondegenerate.
w x  .If z s 0, then u , u s c x, y u , and so the algebra S is isomor-x y xqy
 . w xphic to the algebra L A, c studied in our paper 3 . In particular S is a
simple Lie algebra.
 .  .If z / 0, we define the nonzero additive map a : A ª F by a x s ­ x .z
z  .In that case the Lie algebra t S is isomorphic to L A, c , a rZ where
 . w xL A, c , a is the Lie algebra studied in our paper 1 and Z is its
1-dimensional center. Consequently t zS is not simple, but its derived
algebra
t zS 9 s t xT .  xyz
x/z , 2 z
is simple.
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 .THEOREM 3.3. If W s W A, T , w is a simple generalized Witt algebra,
with dim T G 3, then the subalgebras t zS are simple for all z g A.
Proof. Let I be a nonzero ideal of t zS and choose a nonzero element
u g I, say
n
zqx iu s t ­ i
is1
with n minimal. Then x , . . . , x g A are nonzero and distinct, ­ / 0 and1 n i
 .­ x s 0 for all i s 1, . . . , n.i i
Assume that n ) 1. As x / x , we may also assume that z / yx . We1 2 1
claim that there is a constant l / 1 such that
z q x s l z q x . 3.2 .Ã Ã Ã Ã .2 1
For ­ g T we have tyzyx1­ g S, and sozqx1
n
yx zyx qx1 1 iw xt ­ , u s t ­ z q x ­ q ­ x ­ g I .  . . i i i 1
is2
must be 0. As dim T G 2 and ­ g T is arbitrary, we must havezqx zqx1 1
 .  .­ x s 0. It follows that ­ z q x s 0 for all ­ g T , and our claim isi 1 2 zqx1
proved.
 .  .We now choose y g A such that ­ y q z and ­ y q 2 z are nonzero1 1
and z q y and z q x are linearly independent. As dim T G 2, we canÃ Ã Ã Ã1 y
choose ­ g T such that ­ and ­ are linearly independent. Then t y­ g Sy 1
and the element
n
zqy 2 zqyqx iw x¨ s t ­ , u s t ­ z q x ­ y ­ z q y ­ g I. .  . . i i i
is1
 .Since ­ y q 2 z / 0, we have 2 z q y q x / 0. Since ­ and ­ are1 1 1
 .linearly independent and ­ z q y / 0, the first term in the above sum is1
 .not 0. Hence ¨ / 0. By applying 3.2 to the element ¨ , instead of u, we
conclude that there is a constant m / 1 such that
2 z q y q x s m 2 z q y q x . 3.3 .Ã Ã Ã Ã Ã Ã .2 1
 .  .From 3.2 and 3.3 we derive that
1 y m z q y s m y l z q x . .  . .Ã Ã Ã Ã .1
This contradicts our choice of y. We conclude that n s 1.
Thus we have u s t zqx1­ .1
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 .Assume that ­ z / 0. Then we choose ­ g T such that ­ and ­ are1 x 11
linearly independent. The element
w zyx1 x 2 zw s u , t ­ s t ­ z ­ y ­ z ­ g I .  . .1 1
 .is not 0. Hence, by replacing u with w if necessary , we may assume that
 .­ z s 0.1
In order to prove that I s t zS, we have to show that
z Ät S ; I 3.4 .xÃ
for all x / 0.
 .Assume first that ­ x / 0. For ­ 9 g T let1 x
y2
­ s ­ x ­ x ­ 9 q ­ 9 z q x ­ . .  .  . .1 1 1 1
 .Then ­ x y x y z s 0, and so1
zqx w xyx1 xt ­ 9 s u , t ­ g I.
 .Hence 3.4 holds in this case.
 .  .Next let ­ x s 0 and x / z. Choose y g A such that ­ y / 0. Then1 1
z Ä  .  .  .t S ; I. As ­ x s ­ z s 0, we can choose ­ g T such that ­ y s 0,y 1 1
 .  .while ­ x / 0 and ­ x y z / 0. For ­ 9 g T letx
y1 y1
­ 0 s ­ x ­ x y z ­ x y z ­ 9 y ­ 9 y q z ­ . .  .  .  . .
 .We have ­ 0 x y y y z s 0 and
zqx w zqy xyy xt ­ 9 s t ­ , t ­ 0 g I.
 .Hence 3.4 holds also in this case.
Finally assume that x s z. Let y g A be such that y f Fz. We canÃ Ã
 .  .  .choose ­ g T such that ­ y s 0 and ­ z s 1. If ­ 9 g T satisfies ­ 9 y
 . zqy zyys ­ 9 z s 0, then t ­ and t ­ 9 are in I, and so
2 z w zqy zyy xt ­ 9 s t ­ , t ­ 9 g I.
2 z .We have shown that y f Fz implies that t T l T ; I. It follows thatÃ Ã z y
also t 2 zT ; I.x
z zHence I s t S, and so t S is a simple Lie algebra.
If dim T G 3 and L s t zS, or dim T s 2 and L is the derived algebra of
t zS, then we shall refer to L as a Lie algebra of generalized Cartan type S.
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4. DERIVATIONS OF t zS
Unless stated otherwise, we assume in this section that dim T G 3. We
shall describe the derivations of the simple Lie algebra t zS. This algebra is
A-graded with t xT , x / z, as its homogeneous component of degree x,xyz
while its homogeneous component of degree z is 0.
Let D be an arbitrary derivation of t zS. Then there exist unique linear
maps
D : T ª T ; x , y g A; y / z ;x , y yyz xqyyz
such that
D t y­ s t xqyD ­ 4.1 .  .  . x , y
xgA
holds for all y / z and ­ g T . For fixed y and ­ , there are only finitelyyyz
 .many x such that D ­ / 0.x, y
For each x g A we define an endomorphism D of the vector space t zSx
by
D t y­ s t xqyD ­ , 4.2 .  .  .x x , y
where y / z and ­ g T . Then we haveyyz
D s D 4.3 . x
xgA
z  .in the sense that, for every w g t S, only finitely many terms D w ,x
 .x g A, are nonzero, and their sum is D w . Furthermore it is easy to verify
that each D is a derivation of t zS. In fact D is a homogeneous derivationx x
of degree x.
Conversely, assume that D , x g A, is a family of homogeneous deriva-x
tions, with D of degree x, satisfying the following finiteness condition:x
 . z  .F for each w g t S only finitely many terms D w , x g A, arex
nonzero.
 . zThen we can use the formula 4.3 to define derivation D of t S. In this
sense, the description of arbitrary derivations of t zS is reduced to the
description of homogeneous derivations. We shall continue to assume that
D is an arbitrary derivation of t zS and that the homogeneous derivations
 .D are defined by 4.2 .x
Since the homogeneous component of t zS of degree z is 0, we must
have D s 0 if y s z y x. Thusx, y
D s 0 4.4 .x , zyx
for x / 0.
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We fix an x g A and proceed to determine the derivation D . Forx
 4u, ¨ g A _ z and ­ g T , ­ g T , we have1 uyz 2 ¨yz
u ¨ uq¨t ­ , t ­ s t ­ ¨ ­ y ­ u ­ . 4.5 .  .  . .1 2 1 2 2 1
 .For simplicity we shall write E for D . By applying D to 4.5 and byu x, u x
 .using 4.2 , we obtain that
 :  :E ­ , ¨ ­ y E ­ , u ­ q ­ ¨ q x E ­ y ­ u q x E ­ .  .u 1 2 ¨ 2 1 1 ¨ 2 2 u 1
s E ­ ¨ ­ y ­ u ­ 4.6 .  .  . .uq¨ 1 2 2 1
holds for ­ g T , ­ g T , and u, ¨ / z.1 uyz 2 ¨yz
THEOREM 4.1. Suppose that dim T G 3 and that x / 0. Then there exists
­ g T such thatx xyz
xD X s t ­ , X .x x
holds for all X g t zS. In particular, if x / 0, z then D is an inner deri¨ ationx
of t zS.
Proof. Recall that for u g A we denote by u the linear function on TÃ
 .  .defined by u ­ s ­ u . We shall divide the proof into three cases.Ã
 .Case 1. z s 0. By setting ¨ s yu / 0 in 4.6 , we obtain that
 :  :E ­ , u ­ q E ­ , u ­ y ­ x E ­ q ­ x E ­ s 0 4.7 .  .  .u 1 2 yu 2 1 1 yu 2 2 u 1
holds for ­ , ­ g T . For ­ s ­ s ­ g T , we find that1 2 u 1 2 u
 :E q E ­ , u ­ s ­ x E y E ­ . 4.8 .  .  .  .u yu yu u
 .If ­ x / 0, it follows that ­ is an eigenvector of E y E .yu u
We now assume that u is chosen so that u and x are linearly indepen-Ã Ã
dent. Then T r T , and consequently all nonzero vectors ­ g T arex u u
eigenvectors of E y E , i.e.,yu u
E s E q 2l 4.9 .yu u u
for some scalar operator l g F. Note thatu
l s yl . 4.10 .yu u
 .  .By using 4.9 and the fact that ­ u s 0 for ­ g T , we derive fromu
 .4.8 that
 :E ­ , u s l ­ x 4.11 .  .u u
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 .  .  .for ­ g T . By using 4.9 and 4.11 , Eq. 4.7 can be simplified and weu
obtain that
­ x E q l ­ s ­ x E q l ­ .  .  .  .1 u u 2 2 u u 1
holds for all ­ , ­ g T . Hence the vector1 2 u
E q l ­ .u u
­ [ g Tu ­ x .
is independent of ­ g T _ T . Since E is a linear operator, we must haveu x u
E ­ s ­ x ­ y l ­ 4.12 .  .u u u
for all ­ g T . Sinceu
­ x ­ y l ­ s E ­ s E ­ q 2l ­ , . yu yu yu u u
and l s yl , we have ­ s ­ .yu u yu u
 .By evaluating both sides of 4.12 at u q x and by using the fact that
 .­ u s 0, we obtain now that
­ x ­ u q x y l s 0. .  .u u
By choosing ­ g T _ T , we obtain thatu x
l s ­ u q x . 4.13 .  .u u
 :  :  .As E ­ g T , we have E ­ , u q x s 0. Hence E ­ , x s yl ­ xu uqx u u u
 .  .by 4.11 . If ­ g T _ T then, by evaluating both sides of 4.12 at x, weu x
obtain that
­ x s 0. 4.14 .  .u
 .From 4.13 we now obtain that
l s ­ u , 4.15 .  .u u
 .and 4.12 becomes
E ­ s ­ x ­ y ­ u ­ . 4.16 .  .  .u u u
We remind the reader that this formula has been proved under the
hypothesis that u and x are linearly independent.Ã Ã
Now we assume that u and ¨ are chosen in A so that u, ¨ , and u q ¨Ã Ã Ã Ã
 .are not in Fx. Then the formula 4.16 and the analogous formulae for EÃ ¨
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 .and E are valid. By using these formulae, we can rewrite 4.6 asuq¨
­ x ­ ¨ ­ y ­ u ­ ¨ ­ y ­ x ­ u ­ q ­ ¨ ­ u ­ .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .1 u 2 u 1 2 2 ¨ 1 ¨ 2 1
q­ ¨ qx ­ x ­ y­ ¨ ­ y­ uqx ­ x ­ y­ u ­ .  .  .  .  .  .1 2 ¨ ¨ 2 2 1 u u 1
s ­ ¨ ­ x y ­ u ­ x ­ .  .  .  .1 2 2 1 uq¨
y ­ u q ¨ ­ ¨ ­ y ­ u ­ . .  .  .uq¨ 1 2 2 1
For ­ g T l T , this equation becomes1 u x
y ­ u ­ ¨ ­ y ­ x ­ u ­ q ­ ¨ ­ u ­ q ­ ¨ ­ x ­ .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .u 1 2 2 ¨ 1 ¨ 2 1 1 2 ¨
y­ ¨ ­ ¨ ­ q ­ u q x ­ u ­ .  .  .  .1 ¨ 2 2 u 1
s ­ ¨ ­ x ­ y ­ u q ¨ ­ ¨ ­ q ­ u q ¨ ­ u ­ . .  .  .  .  .  .1 2 uq¨ uq¨ 1 2 uq¨ 2 1
4.17 .
By evaluating both sides at x, and recalling that ­ , ­ , and ­ vanish atu ¨ uq¨
 .x by 4.14 , we conclude that
­ x ­ ¨ ­ u q ¨ y ­ u y ­ ¨ s 0 .  .  .  .  .2 1 uq¨ u ¨
holds for ­ g T l T and ­ g T .1 u x 2 ¨
If u, ¨ , and x are in fact linearly independent, we can choose ­ g T lÃ Ã Ã 1 u
 .T such that ­ ¨ / 0. As we can also choose ­ g T _ T , we infer thatx 1 2 ¨ x
­ u q ¨ s ­ u q ­ ¨ . 4.18 .  .  .  .uq¨ u ¨
 .By using this equality, 4.17 becomes
y­ x ­ u ­ q ­ x ­ u ­ s ­ ¨ ­ x ­ y ­ . .  .  .  .  .  .  .2 ¨ 1 2 u 1 1 2 uq¨ ¨
By choosing ­ in T _ T , we conclude that2 ¨ x
­ ¨ ­ y ­ s ­ u y ­ u ­ 4.19 .  .  .  .  .1 uq¨ ¨ u ¨ 1
holds for all ­ g T l T .1 u x
 .In particular if ­ is chosen so that also ­ ¨ / 0, then by evaluating1 1
both sides at ¨ we obtain that
­ ¨ s ­ u q ­ ¨ y ­ u . .  .  .  .uq¨ u ¨ ¨
 .By taking 4.18 into account, we conclude that
­ u s ­ u . .  .uq¨ ¨
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By replacing u with u y ¨ , we get
­ u y ¨ s ­ u y ¨ . .  .u ¨
By replacing ¨ with y¨ and by using the fact that ­ s ­ , we obtainy¨ ¨
­ u q ¨ s ­ u q ¨ . .  .u ¨
 .  .  .From the last two equations we deduce that ­ u s ­ u , and so ­ u¨ u ¨
is independent of ¨ . This means that ­ is independent of ¨ for ¨ f Fx.Ã Ã¨
 .We define ­ [ y­ where ¨ f Fx. By 4.14 we have ­ g T .Ã Ãx ¨ x x
 .By 4.16 we have
E ­ s ­ u ­ y ­ x ­ .  .u x x
for u f Fx and ­ g T . We haveÃ Ã u
D y ad t x­ t u­ s t uqx E ­ y ­ u ­ q ­ x ­ s 0 .  .  . .  . .x x u x x
whenever u f Fx and ­ g T .Ã Ã u
 x .Hence by replacing D with D q ad t ­ , we may assume that E s 0x x x u
whenever u f Fx.Ã Ã
Now let u g Fx and choose ¨ such that ¨ f Fx. Then E s 0 andÃ Ã Ã Ã ¨
 .E s 0 and 4.6 givesuq¨
 :E ­ , ¨ ­ s ­ u q x E ­ . .u 1 2 2 u 1
Since dim T G 2 and ­ g T is arbitrary, this equation implies that¨ 2 ¨
 :E ­ , ¨ s 0. Consequently E s 0 also holds for u g Fx, and the proofÃ Ãu 1 u
is finished in this case.
Case 2. x and z are linearly independent. Then T and T are distinctÃ Ã x z
and have codimension 1 in T. Consequently we can fix ­ g T such that2
 .  .  .­ x / 0 and ­ z s 0. By setting ¨ s 0 in 4.6 we obtain2 2
 :­ x E ­ s ­ x E ­ y E ­ , u ­ . 4.20 .  .  .  .  .  .2 u 1 1 0 2 0 2 1
By setting here u s 0 and
y1
­ [ y­ x E ­ g T , .  .x 2 0 2 xyz
we conclude that
E ­ s y­ x ­ .  .0 x
 .holds for all ­ g T . Hence we can rewrite 4.20 asz
E ­ s ­ u ­ y ­ x ­ . .  .  .u x x
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It follows that
u uqx uqx x uD t ­ s t D ­ s t E ­ s t ­ , t ­ .  .  .x x , u u x
 4  x .holds for all u g A _ z and ­ g T . This means that D s ad t ­ .uyz x x
Case 3. x s l z. As x / 0, we have l / 0 and z / 0.Ã Ã
Our first claim is that, for u g A with u f Fz, there exists a constantÃ Ã
a g F such thatu
E ­ s a ­ 4.21 .u u
holds for all ­ g T l T .u z
 .In order to prove this claim we observe that E s 0 by 4.4 . Byzyx
 .substituting u q x y z for u, z y x for ¨ , and ­ for ­ in 4.6 , we obtain2
that
 :E ­ , z y x ­ s ­ z y x E ­ 4.22 .  .uqxyz 1 1 u
holds for all ­ g T l T . If x / z, then we can choose ­ g T suchu z 1 uqxy2 z
 .  .  .  .  .that ­ z / 0. In that case ­ z y x s l y 1 ­ z / 0, and so 4.211 1 1
 .follows from 4.22 .
 .Now let x s z. By setting ­ s ­ s ­ g T l T and ¨ s yz in 4.6 ,1 2 u z
we obtain that
 :  :y E ­ , z ­ y E ­ , u ­ s 0,u yz
and so
 :  :E ­ , u s y E ­ , z 4.23 .yz u
holds. On the other hand, for ¨ s yz, ­ s ­ g T l T , and arbitrary2 u z
 .­ g T , 4.6 gives that1 uyz
 :  :y E ­ , z ­ y E ­ , u ­ s y­ z E ­ . 4.24 .  .u 1 yz 1 1 uyz
 .  .By evaluating both sides at u and using ­ u s ­ z , we obtain that1 1
 :  :­ z E ­ , u y E ­ , u s 0. .1 uyz yz
 .As u f Fz, we can choose ­ g T such that ­ z / 0, and soÃ Ã 1 uyz 1
 :  :E ­ , u s E ­ , uuyz yz
holds for ­ g T l T . By substituting u q z for u, we infer thatu z
 :  :E ­ , u q z s E ­ , u q zu yz
holds for ­ g T l T . As E ­ g T and E ­ g T , we obtain thatu z u u yz yz
 :  :E ­ , z s E ­ , u .u yz
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 .  :By comparing this equation with 4.23 , we conclude that E ­ , u s 0.yz
 .Now 4.24 asserts that
 :­ z E ­ s E ­ , z ­ .1 uyz u 1
for ­ g T and ­ g T l T . By substituting u q z for u, we have that1 uyz u z
 :­ z E ­ s E ­ , z ­ .1 u uqz 1
holds for ­ g T and ­ g T l T . As u f Fz, we can choose ­ g TÃ Ã1 u u z 1 u
 .  .such that ­ z / 0, and so 4.21 follows. Hence our first claim is proved.1
Our second claim is that
a s a q a 4.25 .uq¨ u ¨
holds whenever u, ¨ , and u q ¨ are not in Fz.Ã Ã Ã Ã Ã
In order to prove this claim we shall consider first the case where u, ¨ ,Ã Ã
 .and z are linearly independent. Then we can choose ­ g T l T _ TÃ 1 u z ¨
 .  .  .and ­ g T l T _ T . It follows that ­ ¨ ­ y ­ u ­ is a nonzero2 ¨ z u 1 2 2 1
 .vector in T l T . By using the first claim, 4.6 gives thatuq¨ z
a y a y a ­ ¨ ­ y ­ u ­ s 0, .  .  .uq¨ u ¨ 1 2 2 1
 .and so 4.25 holds.
Now assume that u, ¨ , and z are linearly dependent. We choose w g AÃ Ã Ã
such that u, w, and z, are linearly independent. By using the case alreadyÃ Ã Ã
considered, we have
a s a q a s a q a q a ,u uqw yw u w yw
and
a s a q a s a q a q a q a ,uq¨ uqw ¨yw u w ¨ yw
 .and conclude again that 4.25 holds.
Hence our second claim is proved.
Now let u g Fz and set a s a y a where ¨ f Fz. By our secondÃ Ã Ã Ãu uq¨ ¨
claim, a y a is independent of the choice of ¨. With a now defineduq¨ ¨ u
 .for all x g A, it is easy to see that 4.25 is valid for all u, ¨ g A.
 .We shall now remove the restriction u f Fz in 4.21 . Thus assume thatÃ Ã
u g Fz and u / z. We choose ¨ so that ¨ f Fz, and let ­ g T andÃ Ã Ã Ã 1 z
 .  .  .­ g T l T . By using the first claim and ­ u s ­ x s 0, Eq. 4.62 ¨ z 2 1
gives
 :E ­ , ¨ ­ s a ­ ¨ ­ . .u 1 2 u 1 2
 . :  .Hence E y a ­ , ¨ s 0 for ¨ f Fz, and so 4.21 holds also whenÃ Ãu u 1
u g Fz.Ã Ã
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Our third claim is that
u , x / z and u g Fz « E s 0.Ã Ã u
In order to prove this claim, we choose ¨ g A such that ¨ f Fz. Next weÃ Ã
 .  .choose ­ g T l T and ­ g T _ T . Then ­ u s ­ x s 0 and1 ¨ z 2 ¨yz z 1 1
­ ¨ ­ y ­ u ­ s y­ u ­ g T . .  .  .1 2 2 1 2 1 z
 .By applying 4.6 and by using the equations
E ­ s a ­ , E ­ s a q a ­ , .u 1 u 1 uq¨ 1 u ¨ 1
we obtain that
 :E y a ­ , u s ya ­ x . 4.26 .  .  .¨ ¨ 2 u 2
 .Since 4.4 implies that E s 0, and so a s 0, we obtain thatzyx zyx
 :E y a ­ , z y x s 0. .¨ ¨ 2
 .Our hypotheses imply that u is a scalar multiple of z y x s 1 y l z, andÃ Ã Ã Ã
 . :  .  .so E y a ­ , u s 0. Now 4.26 becomes a ­ x s 0. Since ­ f T ,¨ ¨ 2 u 2 2 z
 .  .we have ­ x / 0. So, a s 0 and 4.21 implies that E s 0. Hence our2 u u
third claim is proved.
X X  .We define linear maps E : T ª T by E ­ s E ­ y a ­ . By 4.21 ,u uyz u u u
T l T is contained in the kernel of EX . In particular, if u g Fz andÃ Ãu z u
u / z, then EX s 0. If u f Fz, then T l T is a hyperplane in T , andÃ Ãu u z uyz
so the vector
EX ­u
­ [ 4.27 .u ­ x .
is independent of the choice of ­ g T _ T . In that case we haveuyz z
EX ­ s ­ x ­ 4.28 .  .u u
for all ­ g T . If u g Fz, u / z, then ­ is not defined but we can stillÃ Ãuyz u
 . X  .consider 4.28 as valid because E s 0 and ­ x s 0 for ­ g T s T .u uyz z
By substituting EX q a for E and making similar substitutions for Eu u u ¨
 .and E in 4.6 , we obtain thatuq¨
 X :  X : X XE ­ , ¨ ­ y E ­ , u ­ q ­ ¨ q x E ­ y ­ u q x E ­ .  .u 1 2 u 2 1 1 ¨ 2 2 u 1
q a ­ x ­ y a ­ x ­ s EX ­ ¨ ­ y ­ u ­ .  .  .  . .¨ 1 2 u 2 uq¨ 1 2 2 1
holds for ­ g T and ­ g T .1 uyz 2 ¨yz
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 . X XBy using 4.28 and similar expressions for E and E , the last¨ uq¨
equation can be rewritten as
­ x a q ­ ¨ ­ y ­ x a q ­ u ­ .  .  .  .1 ¨ u 2 2 u ¨ 1
s ­ ¨ ­ x y ­ u ­ x ­ .  .  .  .1 2 2 1 uq¨
q ­ x ­ u q x ­ y ­ x ­ ¨ q x ­ . 4.29 .  .  .  .  .1 2 u 2 1 ¨
Our last claim is that the vectors ­ , u f Fz, are independent of u, andÃ Ãu
if we set ­ s y­ then ­ g T andx u x xyz
a s ­ u 4.30 .  .u x
holds for all u g A.
We remark that this claim will complete the proof of this case and also
.  .  .the proof of the theorem . Indeed by 4.28 and 4.30 we have
E ­ s a ­ q EX ­ s ­ u ­ q ­ x ­ .  .u u u x u
s ­ u ­ y ­ x ­ , .  .x x
and so
D t u­ s t uqxE ­ s t uqx ­ u ­ y ­ x ­ .  .  . .x u x x
s ad t x­ t u­ . .x
holds for all u / z and ­ g T .uyz
We shall divide the proof of the last claim into two subcases:
Subcase 1. x / z. Assume that EX ­ f T for some u / z and someu 1 z
 .­ g T . Then u f Fz by our third claim, and 4.28 implies thatÃ Ã1 uyz
 .­ z / 0 and ­ f T . Consequently we can choose ­ g T such that1 u z 2 z
 .­ f F­ q F­ . By setting ¨ s x in 4.29 and recalling that a s 0, we2 u uqx x
obtain that
­ x ­ s ­ u ­ y ­ . .  .  .u 2 2 u uqx
 .  X :This implies that ­ x s 0, i.e., E ­ , z s 0, which contradicts ouru u 1
assumption.
Hence we have shown that the image of EX is contained in T . Inu z
particular if u f Fz, then ­ g T , i.e.,Ã Ã u z
 :E ­ , z s a ­ z .u u
for ­ g T . Since x s l z, we can substitute z y x for z to obtainÃ Ãuyz
 :E ­ , z y x s a ­ z y x . .u u
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As E ­ g T , we haveu uqxyz
 :E ­ , u s a ­ z y x s a ­ u y x , .  .u u u
i.e.,
a s y­ u . 4.31 .  .u u
 .Note that the right hand side of 4.29 vanishes at x, and so we have
­ x ­ x a y a q ­ ¨ y ­ u s 0. .  .  .  .1 2 ¨ u u ¨
If u, ¨ f Fz, then we can choose ­ g T _ T and ­ g T _ T andÃ Ã Ã 1 uyz z 2 ¨yz z
deduce that
a y a s ­ ¨ y ­ u . 4.32 .  .  .u ¨ u ¨
 .  .From 4.31 and 4.32 we have
 :­ y ­ , u q ¨ s 0. 4.33 .u ¨
 .  .By setting ¨ s yu in 4.29 and by using 4.31 , we obtain that
­ x ­ x q u ­ s ­ x ­ x y u ­ . .  .  .  .1 2 u 2 1 yu
As
­ x y u s ­ x y z s 1 y ly1 ­ x .  .  .  .1 1 1
and
­ x q u s ­ x y z s 1 y ly1 ­ x , .  .  .  .2 2 2
 .it follows that ­ s ­ . By replacing u with yu in 4.33 , we obtain thatu yu
 :­ y ­ , ¨ y u s 0.u ¨
 .  .  .It follows that ­ ¨ s ­ ¨ and so ­ ¨ is independent of the choice ofu ¨ u
u. Consequently the vectors ­ are independent of u. Hence the claim isu
proved in this subcase.
 .Subcase 2. x s z. For ­ g T l T and ­ g T _ T , 4.29 gives1 u z 2 ¨yz z
­ ¨ ­ y ­ s a q ­ u ­ . 4.34 .  .  .  .1 ¨ uq¨ u ¨ 1
Assume that u, ¨ , z are linearly independent. Then ­ g T l T can beÃ Ã Ã 1 u z
 .  .chosen so that ­ ¨ / 0. By evaluating both sides of 4.34 at ¨ , we obtain1
that
a s ­ ¨ y u y ­ ¨ . 4.35 .  .  .u ¨ uq¨
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 .By evaluating 4.34 at z, we find that
­ z s ­ z s ­ z . .  .  .uq¨ ¨ u
 .By evaluating 4.29 at z, we find that
­ z ­ z ? ­ ¨ y ­ u q a y a s 0. .  .  .  .1 2 u ¨ ¨ u
 .  .Since we can choose ­ g T and ­ g T such that ­ z ­ z / 0,1 uyz 2 ¨yz 1 2
we infer that
a y a s ­ ¨ y ­ u . .  .u ¨ u ¨
 .By replacing u with u y ¨ in 4.35 , we obtain the equation
a y a s ­ 2¨ y u y ­ ¨ . .  .u ¨ ¨ u
 .  .  .The last two equations imply that ­ ¨ s ­ ¨ , and so ­ ¨ is indepen-u ¨ u
dent of u. Consequently ­ is independent of u and we set ­ s y­ foru x u
u f Fz.Ã Ã
 .  .Now 4.35 shows that 4.30 holds if u f Fz. If u g Fz, then we chooseÃ Ã Ã Ã
¨ g A such that ¨ f Fz and find thatÃ Ã
a s a y a s ­ u q ¨ y ­ ¨ s ­ u . .  .  .u uq¨ ¨ x x x
 .Thus 4.30 holds for all u g A, and the proof is completed.
 .We shall now determine the summand D in the decomposition 4.3 .0
THEOREM 4.2. Suppose that dim T G 3. Then there exists an additi¨ e
function m: A ª F such that
D X s m u X .  .0
for all X s t u­ with u / z and ­ g T .uyz
Proof. We now have x s 0 and consequently E s D for u / z. Theu 0, u
subspace T is both the domain and codomain of the linear map E . Ituyz u
 .  .  :  :follows that if ­ g T , then ­ u s ­ z and E ­ , u s E ­ , z . Asuyz u u
 .x s 0, Eq. 4.6 takes the form
 :  :E ­ , ¨ ­ y E ­ , u ­ q ­ ¨ E ­ y ­ u E ­ .  .u 1 2 ¨ 2 1 1 ¨ 2 2 u 1
s E ­ ¨ ­ y ­ u ­ , 4.36 .  .  . .uq¨ 1 2 2 1
where ­ g T , ­ g T , and u, ¨ / z.1 uyz 2 ¨yz
We now divide the proof into two cases.
 .  :Case 1. z / 0. By setting ¨ s 0 in 4.36 , we obtain that E ­ , u ­ s0 2 1
0. Hence E s 0.0
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 .We claim that 4.21 holds for u f Fz and ­ g T l T .Ã Ã u z
 .By setting ¨ s yu in 4.36 , we obtain that
 :  :­ z E ­ q E ­ , z ­ s ­ z E ­ q E ­ , z ­ 4.37 .  .  .2 u 1 yu 2 1 1 yu 2 u 1 2
holds for ­ g T and ­ g T .uyz 2 uqz
 .By setting ­ s ­ g T l T in 4.37 and by evaluating both sides at1 u z
 . :u q z, we obtain ­ z E ­ , u q z s 0. As ­ g T can be chosen so2 u 2 uqz
 .  :that ­ z / 0, we have E ­ , u q z s 0. Since E ­ g T , we infer2 u u uyz
 :  .that E ­ , z s 0. Hence, for ­ s ­ g T l T , 4.37 gives thatu 1 u z
 :­ z E ­ s y E ­ , z ­ . .2 u yu 2
Consequently, our claim is proved.
 .As in the proof of Theorem 4.1, Case 3, we can show that 4.25 is valid
whenever u, ¨ , u q ¨ f Fz. If u g Fz, then a [ a y a is indepen-Ã Ã Ã Ã Ã Ã Ã u uq¨ ¨
dent of the choice of ¨ such that ¨ f Fz. Now a is defined for all u g AÃ Ã u
 .and 4.25 is valid for all u, ¨ g A.
Furthermore, as in the proof of Theorem 4.1, we can show that the
 .restriction u f Fz can be removed from 4.21 . Thus, if u g Fz and u / z,Ã Ã Ã Ã
then E ­ s a ­ holds for all ­ g T s T .u u uyz z
We now define linear maps EX : T ª T by EX ­ s E ­ y a ­ . Byu uyz uyz u u u
 . X4.21 , T l T is contained in the kernel of E . In particular, if u g FzÃ Ãu z u
and u / z, then EX s 0. If u f Fz, then T l T is a hyperplane in T ,Ã Ãu u z uyz
and so the vector ­ defined byu
EX ­u
­ [u ­ z .
is independent of the choice of ­ g T _ T . Consequently we haveuyz z
EX ­ s ­ z ­ 4.38 .  .u u
for all ­ g T . If u g Fz, u / z, then ­ is not defined, but we can stillÃ Ãuyz u
 . X  .consider 4.38 as valid because then E s 0 and ­ z s 0 for ­ g T su uyz
T .z
 .  .By 4.25 we have a s ya . By making use of 4.38 and similaryu u
X  .expression for E ­ , Eq. 4.37 implies thatu 2
­ s ­ 4.39 .yu u
holds for u f Fz.Ã Ã
Now let u, ¨ g A be such that u, ¨ , and z are linearly independent. TheÃ Ã Ã
linear operator E is given byu
E ­ s a ­ q ­ z ­ . .u 1 u 1 1 u
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 .By using this and similar formulae for E and E , Eq. 4.36 can be¨ uq¨
rewritten as
­ z ­ ¨ ­ q ­ u ­ y ­ .  .  .  .1 u 2 2 uq¨ u
s ­ z ­ u ­ q ­ ¨ ­ y ­ . .  .  .  .2 ¨ 1 1 uq¨ ¨
By choosing ­ g T _ T , we infer that1 uyz z
­ u ­ y ­ s ­ ¨ ­ .  .  .2 u uq¨ u 2
holds for all ­ g T l T . By evaluating both sides at u and ¨ , we infer2 ¨ z
that
­ u s ­ u y ¨ , .  .uq¨ u
and
­ ¨ s ­ ¨ . 4.40 .  .  .uq¨ u
These two equations imply that
­ u q ¨ s ­ u , .  .uq¨ u
 .  .  .and so ­ u is independent of u assuming that u f Fz . By using 4.39 ,Ã Ãu
we deduce that
­ u s ­ yu s ­ yu s 0, .  .  .u yu u
and consequently
­ ¨ s ­ ¨ s ­ ¨ y u s y­ u . .  .  .  .u uq¨ ¨ ¨
 .By replacing u with u y ¨ in 4.40 , we obtain that
­ ¨ s ­ ¨ s ­ ¨ s y­ ¨ y u s ­ u . .  .  .  .  .u uy¨ ¨yu ¨ ¨
 .It follows that ­ ¨ s 0, and consequently ­ s 0. Hence E ­ s a ­u u u u
 .for all ­ g T , and the assertion of the theorem holds with m u s a .uyz u
 4  :Case 2. z s 0. Let u, ¨ g A _ 0 . If ­ g T l T , then E ­ , u s 0,1 u ¨ u 1
 .and so by evaluating both sides of 4.36 at u, we obtain that
 :  :E ­ , u s y E ­ , ¨uq¨ 1 u 1
holds for ­ g T l T . On the other hand, by setting ­ s ­ g T l T1 u ¨ 2 1 u ¨
 .in 4.36 , we obtain that
 :  :E ­ , ¨ s E ­ , uu 1 ¨ 1
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holds for ­ g T l T . The above two equations imply that1 u ¨
 :  :  :E ­ , u s E ­ , u q ¨ s E ­ , ¨ ,uq¨ 1 u 1 u 1
 :and so E ­ , ¨ s 0 for ­ g T l T .u 1 1 u ¨
Thus we have shown that, for each ¨ / 0, the subspace T l T isu ¨
invariant under T .u
By Lemma 4.3 below, E is a scalar operator, i.e., E ­ s a ­ for someu u u
constant a g F and all ­ g T . As in the proof of Theorem 4.1, we canu u
 .now show that 4.25 holds for all u, ¨ g A. This completes the proof of
 .the theorem with m u s a .u
LEMMA 4.3. Let U be a subspace of T and E: U ª U a linear operator
such that T l U is E-in¨ariant for all x g A. Then E is a scalar operator.x
Proof. Assume that there exists ­ g U such that ­ [ E­ f F­ .1 2 1 1
Since ­ and ­ are linearly independent, we can choose x, y g A such1 2
 .that ­ x / 0 and1
­ x ­ x .  .1 2
/ 0.
­ y ­ y .  .1 2
By the hypothesis, for arbitrary integers k, l the subspace V l T isk xql y
E-invariant.
 .  .  .Hence the 1-dimensional subspaces U l T r U l T l T , k, lk xql y x y
 .  ./ 0, 0 , are E-invariant in Ur U l T l T . Since the latter space hasx y
 .dimension 2, it follows that E acts on Ur U l T l T as a scalar. Ifx y
 .  .l s ­ x r­ x , then2 1
­ y l­ x s 0, ­ y l­ y / 0. .  .  .  .2 1 2 1
 .  .Hence E­ ' l­ mod U l T and E­ k l­ mod U l T . Since E1 1 x 1 1 y
 .acts as a scalar on Ur U l T l T , we have a contradiction.x y
Hence we have shown that E­ g F­ for all ­ g U, and so E is a scalar
operator.
LEMMA 4.4. Suppose that 3 F dim T - ` and let D be a deri¨ ation of t zS
 .gi¨ en by 4.3 . Then D s 0 for almost all x g A.x
Proof. By Theorem 4.1 we have
D s ad t x­ , x / 0, z .x x
for some unique ­ g T .x xyz
We have to show that the set
 4B [ x g A _ 0, z : ­ / 0 4x
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is finite. Let n s dim T and choose y , . . . , y g A such that the linear1 n
functions y , . . . , y form a basis of the dual space of T.Ã Ã1 n
For each y g A, set
B [ x g B : ­ y / 0 . 4 .y x
 .Since B is the union of the B i s 1, . . . , n , it suffices to show that B isy yi
a finite set for y / z.
For ­ g T , y / z, we haveyyz
D t y­ s t xqy ­ y ­ y ­ x ­ . .  .  . .x x x
 .The finiteness condition F implies that
­ y ­ y ­ x ­ s 0 .  .x x
for almost all x g B . Hence ­ g F­ for almost all x g B . Sincey x y
dim T s n y 1 G 2 and ­ / 0 can be chosen arbitrarily in T , ityyz yyz
follows that B is indeed finite.y
THEOREM 4.5. Suppose that 2 F dim T - ` and let D be a deri¨ ation of
z  .t S gi¨ en by 4.3 . If dim T s 2 and z s 0, we assume additionally that
 .rank A - `. Then D is locally finite if and only if D s 0 for x / 0, i.e.,x
D s D is a homogeneous deri¨ ation of degree 0.0
w xProof. If dim T s 2, then the theorem has been proved in 1, 3 . So, we
shall assume that dim T G 3.
 4  4Let B s x g A: D / 0 . If B ; 0 , then D s D is locally finite byx 0
 4Theorem 4.2. We now assume that B o 0 . By Theorem 4.1, for each
 4x g B _ 0 , there exists a unique nonzero ­ g T such thatx xyz
xD X s t ­ , X .x x
holds for all X g t zS. By Lemma 4.4, the set B is finite.
We now choose a total ordering F on A compatible with its group
structure. By reversing the ordering of A, if necessary, we may assume that
the maximum element of B, say y, is ) 0.
 .Choose u g A such that u / "z, u f Fy, and ­ u / 0. By replacing uÃ Ã y
 .with yu, if necessary, we may assume that ­ u q iy / 0 for all integersy
i G 0.
Since dim T G 2, we can choose ­ g T such that ­ f F­ . Auyz uyz y
simple computation shows that
ky1
k u uqk yD t ­ s t ­ u q iy ? ­ q c ­ , .  .y y k y /is1
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k u . uqk ywhere c g F. Thus D t ­ is a nonzero element in t T . Since yk y uqk yyz
is the maximum element of B, it is clear that
Dk t u­ y Dk t u­ .  .y
is a sum of elements t ­¨ with ­ g T and ¨ - u q ky. It follows that D¨yz
is not locally finite.
5. THE ISOMORPHISM THEOREM
The isomorphisms W ª W9 between two simple generalized Witt alge-
 .  .bras W s W A, T , w and W9 s W A9, T 9, w9 have been described in our
w xprevious paper 2 . Our objective in this section is to determine all
isomorphisms u : L ª L9 between two Cartan type S simple subalgebras
z  . z 9  .L s t S A, T , w and L9 s t S A9, T 9, w9 of W and W9, respectively.
The basic result is stated as the following theorem.
 .  .THEOREM 5.1. Suppose that W s W A, T , w and W9 s W A9, T 9, w9
are simple generalized Witt algebras with dim T s n, dim T 9 s n9, and 3 F
z  . z 9  .n, n9 - `. Let L s t S A, T , w and L9 s t S A9, T 9, w9 be Cartan type S
simple subalgebras of W and W9, respecti¨ ely. Then e¨ery isomorphism u :
L ª L9 extends uniquely to an isomorphism u : W ª W9.
Proof. Recall that the Lie algebra L is A-graded. Its homogeneous
component of degree x g A is
t xT if x / zxyzL sx  0 if x s z ,
 .  .where T s ker x and x: T ª F is the linear function defined by x ­ sÃ Ã Ãx
 .­ x .
By Theorem 4.5, the locally finite derivations of L are precisely the
 .  .derivations of degree 0, i.e., Der L . By Theorem 4.2, Der L is a torus0 0
in Der L, i.e., it consists of commuting semisimple derivations of L. The
homogeneous components L , x / z, are precisely the weight spaces of Lx
 .considered as a Der L -module.0
 .Similar properties are valid for L9 and Der L9 . It follows that the0
 .isomorphisms u : L ª L9 must map the weight spaces of Der L onto0
 .weight spaces of Der L9 . Hence there exists a bijection0
s : A ª A9
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 .such that s z s z9 and
u L s LX .x s  x .
for all x g A. In particular, it follows that n s n9.
 .Note that 0 is a weight of Der L -module L if and only if L / 0, i.e.,0 0
 .z / 0. A similar statement holds true for Der L9 -module L9. As L , L9,0
 .it follows that z s 0 if and only if z9 s 0, and that s 0 s 0.
We shall now show that
s x q y s s x q s y 5.1 .  .  .  .
holds for all x, y g A, and consequently s is an isomorphism. Since
 .s 0 s 0, we may assume that x, y / 0.
Assume first that z s 0. If x and y are linearly independent, thenÃ Ã
w xL , L / 0. By applying u tox y
L , L ; L ,x y xqy
 .we infer that 5.1 holds. If x and y are linearly dependent, then weÃ Ã
choose u g A such that x and u are linearly independent. Then we haveÃ Ã
s x q s y q s u s s x q s y q u .  .  .  .  .
s s x q y q u .
s s x q y q s u , .  .
 .and so 5.1 again holds.
w xNext assume that z / 0. If x f Fz, y / z, and x q y / z, then L , LÃ Ã x y
 ./ 0, and so 5.1 holds.
If x g Fz and x, y, x q y / z, then we choose u g A such that u f FyÃ Ã Ã Ã
q Fz. Then we haveÃ
s x q y s s x q u q s y y u .  .  .
s s x q s u q s y q s yu .  .  .  .
and
s x s s x q u q s yu s s x q s u q s yu . .  .  .  .  .  .
 .Clearly 5.l follows from these two equations.
 .Hence we have shown that 5.1 holds whenever x, y, x q y / z. It
 .  .follows that s yx s ys x for all x g A.
 .Now let x s z. If y s y2 z, then 5.1 holds because
s y2 z s s yz y z s s yz q s yz s y2s z . .  .  .  .  .
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Otherwise we have
s x q y s ys yx y y s ys yx y s yy s s x q s y . .  .  .  .  .  .
Finally assume that x q y s z. If say y s yz, then x s 2 z and
s x q y s ys yx y y s ys yx q z .  .  .
s ys yx y s z s s x q s y . .  .  .  .
If x, y / yz, then we have
s x q y s ys yx y y s ys yx y s yy s s x q s y . .  .  .  .  .  .
 .This concludes the proof of 5.1 in all cases.
 . XLet x / z. Since u L s L , there is a unique vector space isomor-x s  x .
phism.
u : T ª T Xx xyz s  x .yz 9
such that
u t x­ s t s  x .u ­ .  .x
holds for all ­ g T .xyz
 .By applying u to 2.1 , where x, y / z and ­ g T , ­ g T , we1 xyz 2 yyz
obtain that
s  x . s  y . s  xqy .t u ­ , t u ­ s t u ­ y ­ y ­ x ­ , .  . .x 1 y 2 xqy 1 2 2 1
i.e.,
 :  :u ­ , s y u ­ y u ­ , s x u ­ s u ­ y ­ y ­ x ­ . .  .  .  . .x 1 y 2 y 2 x 1 xqy 1 2 2 1
5.2 .
Our first claim is that
u T l T s T X l T X .x xyz y s  x .yz 9 s  y .
holds for x, y g A and x / z.
Clearly this is true if y s 0. So, let y / 0. By replacing y with yy, if
necessary, we may assume that ky / z for all integers k G 1.
Let ­ g T l T be an arbitrary nonzero vector. For each k G 1 letxyz y
­ g T l T be also a nonzero vector. By substituting ky for y, ­ fork k yyz x
 .­ , and ­ for ­ in 5.2 , we obtain that1 k 2
 :  :k u ­ , s y u ­ s u ­ , s x u ­ . .  .x k y k k y k x
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 .By evaluating both sides at s x , we obtain that
 :  :u ­ , s x ? u ­ , s x y ky s 0. .  .k y k x
Since the last two equations hold for arbitrary k G 1, it follows easily that
  .: Xu ­ , s y s 0, i.e., u ­ g T .x x s  y .
Hence we have shown that
u T l T ; T X l T X . .x xyz y s  x .yz 9 s  y .
By applying the same argument to uy1, we obtain that
uy1 T X l T X ; T l T . .  . .s x s  x .yz 9 s  y . xyy y
 y1 .  .y1Since u s u , we conclude thats  x . x
u T l T > T X l T X . .x xyz y s  x .yz 9 s  y .
Hence our claim is proved.
Now let x, y g A with x, y / z. Then we have
u T l T s T X l T X .x xyz yyz s  x .yz 9 s  y .yz 9
and
u T l T s T X l T X X . .y xyz yyz s  x .yz 9 s  y .yz
Hence
y1
u ¬ ( u ¬ .  .x T l T y T l Txy z yyz xyz yyz
is an automorphism of the vector space T l T .xyz yyz
Our second claim is that this automorphism is a scalar, say, a g F*,x, y
i.e., that
u ­ s a u ­ 5.3 .  .  .y x , y x
holds for all ­ g T l T .xyz yyz
In order to prove this claim, we pick u g A arbitrarily. By the first claim
we have
u T l T s T X l T X , .x xyz u s  x .yz 9 s u.
and consequently
u T l T l T s T X l T X l T X . .x xyz yyz u s  x .yz 9 s  y .yz 9 s u.
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Similarly,
u T l T l T s T X l T X l T X . .y xyz yyz u s  x .yz 9 s  y .yz 9 s u.
It follows that all subspaces
T l T l T , u g A ,xyz yyz u
are invariant under the above mentioned automorphisms of T l T .xyz yyz
Hence our second claim follows from Lemma 4.3.
 .It follows from 5.3 that a s 1 and a a s 1 for all x, y / z.x, x x, y y, x
Our third claim is that
a s a a 5.4 .x , u x , y y , u
holds for x, y, u / z.
If x y z, y y z, and u y z are linearly dependent, then T , T , andÃ Ã Ã Ã Ã Ã xyz yyz
 .  .T have a nonzero intersection and 5.4 follows immediately from 5.3 .uyz
Assume now that x y z, y y z, and u y z are linearly independent.Ã Ã Ã Ã Ã Ã
  .:Choose a nonzero ­ g T l T . Then u ­ , s y s 0 by our first1 xyz y x 1
 .claim, and 5.2 gives
u ­ , s x u ­ s ­ x u ­ . : .  .y 2 x 1 2 xqy 1
As ­ g T l T , we have u ­ s a u ­ , and so1 xyz xqyyz xqy 1 x, xqy x 1
u ­ , s x s a ­ x : .  .y 2 x , xqy 2
holds for ­ g T . Similarly, we have2 yyz
 :u ­ , s x s a ­ x .  .u 3 x , xqu 3
for ­ g T .3 uyz
Let V denote the subspace of T* spanned by y y z and u y z.Ã Ã Ã Ãy, u
Assume that x f V . Then we can chooseÃ y, u
­ s ­ g T l T _ T , .2 3 yyz uyz x
and the previous two equalities imply that
a s a a . 5.5 .u , y uqx , x x , xqy
We now drop the assumption that x f V . As dim T G 3, we canÃ y, u
 4choose ¨ g A _ z such that ¨ does not belong to any of the spaces V ,Ã x, y
 .V , V . By 5.5 we havey, u u, x
a s a a , a s a a ,x , y xq¨ , ¨ ¨ , ¨qy y , u yq¨ , ¨ ¨ , ¨qu
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and
a s a a .x , u xq¨ , ¨ ¨ , ¨qu
 .Since a a s 1, 5.4 follows and our third claim is proved.¨ , ¨qy yq¨ , ¨
 .  .It follows from 5.4 and 5.5 that
a s a 5.6 .u , y xqu , xqy
holds if x, y, u / z and x f V .Ã y, u
 .We show that 5.6 remains valid if x g V . For that purpose weÃ y, u
choose ¨ g A such that ¨ f V . ThenÃ y, u
a s au , y uq¨qx , xqyq¨
because ¨ q x f V andÃ Ã y, u
a s axqu , xqy uq¨qx , xqyq¨
because ¨ f V s V .Ã y, u xqy, xqu
 .From 5.6 we infer that a is independent of the choice of x / 0, z.x, xqz
Hence we can define a [ a where x / 0, z. We also set a s ay10, z x, xqz z, 0 0, z
 .and a s 1. Now a is defined for all x, y g A. Furthermore 5.4 andz, z x, y
 .5.6 are valid for all x, y, u g A.
Since a depends only on the difference y y x, we can define a g F*x, y x
for x g A by
a s a s a . 5.7 .x 0, x y , xqy
Clearly we have
ay1 s a 5.8 .x yx
and
a s a a . 5.9 .xqy x y
Our next objective is to define an extension of the vector space isomor-
phism
Ä Xu : T ª T , x / z ,x xyz s  x .yz 9
to an isomorphism
u : T ª T 9.x
For that purpose we choose y g A such that x y z and y y z areÃ Ã Ã Ã
linearly independent. Consequently we have T q T s T. For ­ g Txyy yyz
we choose a representation ­ s ­ q ­ with ­ g T and ­ g T ,1 2 1 xyz 2 yyz
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and we set
Äu ­ s u ­ q a u ­ .x x 1 xyy y 2
Let ­ s ­ X q ­ X be another representation of ­ with ­ X g T and1 2 1 xyz
­ X g T . Then2 yyz
­ y ­ X s ­ X y ­ g T l T1 1 2 2 xyz yyz
 .  .and by 5.3 and 5.7 we have
u ­ y ­ X s a u ­ X y ­ s a u ­ X y ­ . .  .  .x 1 1 y , x y 2 2 xyy y 2 2
ÄIt follows that our definition of u ­ is independent of the choice of thex
decomposition ­ q ­ of ­ .1 2
ÄWe now show that u ­ is also independent of the choice of y. Choosex
u g A such that x y z, y y z, and u y z are linearly independent. ThenÃ Ã Ã Ã Ã Ã
T l T o T , and consequentlyyyz uyz xyz
T s T q T l T .xyz yyz uyz
For ­ g T , we choose a decomposition ­ s ­ q ­ with ­ g T and1 2 1 xyz
­ g T l T . Since2 yyz uyz
u ­ s a u ­y 2 u , y u 2
and a a s a , we havexyy yyu xyu
u ­ q a u ­ s u ­ q a u ­ .x 1 xyy y 2 x 1 xyu u 2
ÄHence we have shown that the map u is well defined. It is clear that itx
is a linear map. Since
Ä <u s a uTx xyy yyy z
Äholds for y / 0, it follows that u is in fact an isomorphism of vectorx
spaces.
We shall now prove that if x, y / z, then
y1Ä y1Äa u s a u . 5.10 .x x y y
It suffices to prove this when x y z and y y z are linearly independent.Ã Ã Ã Ã
Given ­ g T , we write it as ­ s ­ q ­ with ­ g T and ­ g T .1 2 1 xyz 2 yyz
Then
Äu ­ s u ­ q a u ­x x 1 xyy y 2
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and
Äu ­ s u ­ q a u ­ .y y 2 yyx x 1
Hence
y1Ä y1Ä y1 y1a u ­ s a u ­ s a u ­ q a u ­ .x x y y x x 1 y y 2
 .In view of 5.10 we can now define the vector space isomorphism
Äu : T ª T 9z
Ä y1Äby u s a u , x / z.z x x
ÄWe now define the linear map u : W ª W9 by
Ä x y1 s  x .Äu t ­ s a t u ­ , .  .x 0
Äwhere x g A and ­ g T are arbitrary. Clearly u is an isomorphism of
vector spaces. We claim that it is also an isomorphism of Lie algebras.
Thus we have to verify that
x y x yÄ Ä Äu t ­ , t ­ s u t ­ , u t ­ , .  .1 2 1 2
i.e.,
Ä Ä Ä Ä Äu ­ y ­ y ­ x ­ s u ­ , s y u ­ y u ­ , s x u ­ : .  .  .  . .  ;xqy 1 2 2 1 x 1 y 2 y 2 x 1
Ä Ä Ä Äholds for arbitrary x, y g A and ­ , ­ g T. Since u s a u , u s a u ,1 2 x x 0 y y 0
Ä Äand u s a a u , this equality reduces toxqy x y 0
Ä Ä Ä Ä Ä Ä­ y u ­ y ­ x u ­ s u ­ , s y u ­ y u ­ , s x u ­ . :  : .  .  .  .1 0 2 2 0 1 0 1 0 2 0 2 0 1
Hence it suffices to show that
Äu ­ , s x s ­ x 5.11 : .  .  .0
holds for all x g A and ­ g T.
Ä Ä  .By using u s a u we can rewrite 5.2 asx x 0
Ä Ä Ä Ä Ä Äu ­ , s y u ­ y u ­ , s x u ­ s ­ y u ­ y ­ x u ­ , :  : .  .  .  .0 1 0 2 0 2 0 1 1 0 2 2 0 1
where ­ g T and ­ g T .1 xyz 2 yyz
Choose a nonzero ­ g T l T . Since1 xyz y
Ä Ä Xa u ­ s u ­ s u ­ g T ,x 0 1 x 1 x 1 s  y .
Ä  .:we have u ­ , s y s 0, and the above equation implies that0 1
Äu ­ , s x s ­ x : .  .0 2 2
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holds for x / z and ­ g T . Since y g A is arbitrary, except that y / z,2 yyz
 .we infer that 5.11 holds for all x g A and ­ g T.
ÄHence we have shown that u is an isomorphism of Lie algebras. Clearly
Äu extends u .
It remains to prove the uniqueness assertion. Let Q: W ª W9 be an
warbitrary isomorphism of Lie algebras which extends u . By using 2,
x  . XTheorem 4.2 , we conclude that Q W s W for all x g A and thatx s  x .
 .there exists x g Hom A, F* and a vector space isomorphism t : T ª T 9
such that
Q t x­ s x x t s  x .t ­ .  .  .
holds for x g A, ­ g T , as well as
 : :t ­ , s x s ­ , x . .  .
Ä  .In order to prove that Q s u , we have to show that x x s a for allx
Äx g A and t s u .0
Ä .  .  .Since Q extends u , we have x x t ­ s a u ­ for x / z and ­ g T .x 0 xyz
By choosing y g A such that x y z and y y z are linearly independent,Ã Ã Ã Ã
Ä .  .  .we obtain similarly that x y t ­ s a u ­ holds for ­ g T . By takingy 0 yyz
 .  .a nonzero ­ g T l T , we conclude that a x yx s a x yy . Byxyz yyz x y
 .  .replacing x with x q y, we obtain that a x yx y y s a x yy , andxqy y
Ä .  .  .consequently a s x x . It follows that t ­ s u ­ for ­ g T . Asx 0 xyz
Äx / z is arbitrary, we have t s u .0
This completes the proof of the theorem.
Our next objective is to prove a slight generalization of Theorem 5.1.
THEOREM 5.2. Let W and W9 be as in Theorem 5.1, except that 2 F n, n9
z  .- `, and let L ; W and L9 ; W9 be the deri¨ ed subalgebras of t S A, T , w
z 9  .  .and t S A9, T 9, w9 , respecti¨ ely. Furthermore we assume that rank A - `
 .if n s 2 and z s 0, and rank A9 - ` if n9 s 2 and z9 s 0. Then all
assertions of Theorem 5.1 remain ¨alid.
z  .Proof. We may assume that n F n9. If n G 3, then L s t S A, T , w
z 9  .and L9 s t S A9, T 9, w9 , and it suffices to invoke Theorem 5.1. Assume
now that n s 2. By using the same argument as in the proof of Theorem
w x5.1 and the analogs of Theorem 4.2 proved in 1, 3 , we conclude that also
 4  X X 4n9 s 2. Let us fix a basis ­ , ­ of T and a basis ­ , ­ of T 9. For x g A1 2 1 2
set
­ [ ­ x ­ y ­ x ­ , e [ t x­ . .  .x 1 2 2 1 x xyz
Define similarly ­ X g T 9 and eX for x9 g A9.x 9 x 9
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Note that ­ s 0 and e s 0. We have0 z
t zS A , T , w s Fe .  x
x/z
and
L s Fe . x
x/z , 2 z
A simple computation shows that
­ x y z ­ x y z .  .1 2w xe , e s ex y xqy­ y y z ­ y y z .  .1 2
holds for all x, y g A. Similar statements are valid for L9.
If x / 0, then e is, up to a scalar, the unique nonzero ad-semisimple0
element of L. If z s 0, then L has no ad-semisimple elements except 0.
We infer that z s 0 if and only if z9 s 0.
w xBy the isomorphism theorems proved in 1, 3 , the isomorphism u :
L ª L9 has the form
u e s ax x eX , .  .x s  x .
 .where x g Hom A, F* , a g F*, and s : A ª A9 is an isomorphism such
 .that s z s z9 and
X X­ x ­ x ­ s x ­ s x .  .  .  . .  .1 2 1 2s a X X­ y ­ y ­ s y ­ s y .  .  .  . .  .1 2 1 2
holds for all x, y g A.
Choose u, ¨ g A such that u and ¨ are linearly independent. Then theÃ Ã
vectors ­ and ­ are also linearly independent. The above identity impliesu ¨
that if
­ x s l­ u q m­ ¨ , .  .  .1 1 1
­ x s l­ u q m­ ¨ , .  .  .2 2 2
hold for some x g A and some scalars l, m g F, then also
­ X s x s l­ X s u q m­ X s ¨ , .  .  . .  .  .1 1 1
­ X s x s l­ X s u q m­ X s ¨ . .  .  . .  .  .2 2 2
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In other words,
­ s l­ q m­ « ­ X s l­ X q m­ X .x u ¨ s  x . s u. s ¨ .
Hence the linear map t : T ª T 9 defined by
t ­ s ­ X , t ­ s ­ X .  .u s u. u s ¨ .
 . Xsatisfies t ­ s ­ for all x g A. Clearly t is an isomorphism of vectorx s  x .
spaces.
  .  .:  :It is now easy to verify that t ­ , s x s a ­ , x holds for all ­ g T
Äw xand x g A. By 2 the map u : W ª W9 defined by
Ä x s  x .u t ­ s ax x t t ­ .  .  .
Äis an isomorphism of Lie algebras. Clearly u is an extension of u .
Let Q: W ª W9 be an arbitrary Lie algebra isomorphism extending u .
y1ÄThen w [ Q u is an automorphism of W whose restriction to L is the
w xidentity map. By 2, Theorem 4.2 we have
w t x­ s x x t xt ­ .  .  .
 .for all x g A and ­ g T. In this formula x g Hom A, F* and t : T ª T
  . :  .is a vector space automorphism satisfying t ­ , x s ­ x for all x g A.
 x . xIt follows that t is the identity map. Since w t ­ s t ­ for x / z, 2 z, wex x
 .conclude that x x s 1 for all x g A.
ÄWe have shown that w s 1, i.e., Q s u , which completes the proof.
The following corollary follows immediately from Theorem 5.2.
COROLLARY 5.3. Let L ; W and L9 ; W9 be the simple Lie algebras of
generalized Cartan type S, as in Theorem 5.2. Then the Lie algebras L and L9
are isomorphic if and only if there exist isomorphisms t : T ª T 9 and s :
 .   .  .:  .A ª A9 such that t z s z9 and t ­ , s x s ­ x for all ­ g T and
x g A.
 z 4In the following example we show that the set t S: z g A may contain
infinitely many non-isomorphic algebras.
 .EXAMPLE 1. Let W s W A, T , w be a simple generalized Witt algebra
with 3 F dim T - `. Assume that there exists z g A such that the equa-
tion nx s z has no solutions for n g Z and x g A except those with
n s "1. For instance A could be a free abelian group of finite rank G 3.
If i, j g Z and j / "i, it follows that there is no automorphism s of A
 . i z j zsuch that s iz s jz. Hence, by Corollary 5.3, the algebras t S and t S
are non-isomorphic if j / "i.
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